Weighted Part Context Learning for Visual Tracking.
Context information is widely used in computer vision for tracking arbitrary objects. Most of the existing studies focus on how to distinguish the object of interest from background or how to use keypoint-based supporters as their auxiliary information to assist them in tracking. However, in most cases, how to discover and represent both the intrinsic properties inside the object and the surrounding context is still an open problem. In this paper, we propose a unified context learning framework that can effectively capture spatiotemporal relations, prior knowledge, and motion consistency to enhance tracker's performance. The proposed weighted part context tracker (WPCT) consists of an appearance model, an internal relation model, and a context relation model. The appearance model represents the appearances of the object and the parts. The internal relation model utilizes the parts inside the object to directly describe the spatiotemporal structure property, while the context relation model takes advantage of the latent intersection between the object and background regions. Then, the three models are embedded in a max-margin structured learning framework. Furthermore, prior label distribution is added, which can effectively exploit the spatial prior knowledge for learning the classifier and inferring the object state in the tracking process. Meanwhile, we define online update functions to decide when to update WPCT, as well as how to reweight the parts. Extensive experiments and comparisons with the state of the arts demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.